
Java vs C++ 
 
 

Sr. No. Java C++ 
1 Truly/ Strictly Object Oriented  Partially Object Oriented 
2 Strictly Typed Language Loosely Typed Language 
3 Specially used for web based applications System / application based programming 
4 100% Platform independent 80% Platform independent 
5 Doesn’t support multiple inheritance directly Multiple inheritance is supported 
6 Pointers are eliminated to enhance security 

features 
Pointers add extra functionality to programming 

7 Programs are compiled and interpreted Programs are compiled only. 
8 Garbage is collected automatically Need of destructor to destroy object 
9 Supports multithreaded programming Doesn’t Supports multithreaded programming 

10 In-built classes and methods are stored in 
packages 

In-built classes and functions are stored in 
header files 

11 Default access to variables and methods in a 
class is friendly / package 

Default access to variables and methods in a 
class is private 

12 Only references can be created without using 
‘new’ operator 

Objects can be created without using ‘new’ 
operator 

13 Instance variables are having default values Instance variables are having garbage values 
by default 

14 Boolean variables have values ‘true’ and 
‘false’  

bool variables have values 0 and 1 

15 Largest value can be stored in ‘double’ Largest value can be stored in ‘long double’ 
16 String is a class No string data type or class. String is the array 

of characters 
17 Operator overloading is in-built used. Operator overloading is supported manually 
18 Vector is a collection of different objects in 

Java 
Structure is a collection of different data types in 
C++  

19 Added >>> , >>>=, >>=, <<= operators Having *, &, ::, .* operators 
20 Uses Unicode for character recognition Uses ASCII for character recognition 
21 Uses single line (//), multi line (/*   */) and 

documentation (/**   */) comments 
Uses only single line (//) and  multi line (/*   */) 
comments 

22 ‘final’ is used to declare constant value ‘const’ is used to declare constant value 
23 ‘break’ is used to jump at some specified 

label in a program 
‘goto is used to jump at some specified label in 
a program 

24 Floating point divided by 0.0 gives ‘infinity’ Floating point divided by 0.0 gives ‘floating point 
error’ 

25 All data types are not intrinsic objects. They 
have to be converted in Wrapper classes 

All data types are intrinsic objects. 

26 Dynamic method dispatch is run-time 
polymorphism 

Virtual Function is run-time polymorphism 

27 Only class scopes and block scopes are 
available 

Global and local scopes are available 

28 ‘protected’ data can be accessed from all 
classes in the inheritance 

‘protected’ data can be accessed only from 
immediate derived class 
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